CALENDAR OF EVENTS

NOVEMBER

7-9 St. Paul’s Music Series 6:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m. St. Paul’s Chapel The Columbia Glee Club is the oldest student organization at Columbia and one of the oldest in the country. ap2170@columbia.edu 212-854-4080

10 Taub Institute Seminar 4:30 p.m. – 5:30 p.m. Ph 15, Pathology Library Asa Abeliovich presents “Embryonic Stem Cell-Based Models of Parkinson’s Disease.” ahl150@columbia.edu 212-305-1818

CU Bookstore Author Series 6:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m. CU Bookstore, Lerner Malachy McCourt, author of “History of Ireland.” bksbncolumbia@rcn collegiate.com

Columbia GSAPP Debate Three 6:30 p.m. – 8:30 p.m. Wood Auditorium, Avery The Columbia Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation presents “Software Anxiety,” hosted by Jose Sanchez. smm32@columbia.edu

New York City Initiative Panel Series 6:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m. Dag Hammarskjöld Lounge, International Affairs The Earth Institute presents “Waste Not: What to Do with Waste?” This New York City Initiative Panel Series event includes: Steven Cohen, School of International and Public Affairs; Nicholas Themelis, The Earth Institute; Kate Archer, New York Economic Development Corporation. lae9@columbia.edu

BCRW Lecture 7:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m. Attucks Atrium “You Call This Liberation? The Truth About Women in Iraq,” a lecture with Lauren Sandler. bcrw@barnard.edu

CEEM Fall Seminar Series 1:30 p.m. – 2:30 p.m. 627 Mudd The Department of Civil Engineering and Engineering Mechanics presents Pol D. Spanos, “Time-Frequency Analysis Techniques in Earthquake Engineering.” ling@civil.columbia.edu

Volleyball vs. Yale 4:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m. Levin Gym, Dodge Fitness Center lkd13@columbia.edu

Women in Science at Columbia 9:00 a.m. – 3:30 p.m. Barnard College The Earth Institute Fellows present an engineering and applications seminar on “Modeling the Conjunctive Use of Groundwater and Surface Water in the Yaqui Valley, Sonora, Mexico,” by Lee Adams. hdevhurst@ei.columbia.edu

Football vs. Cornell 12:30 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. Wain Stadium, Baker Athletic Complex The Lions finish their regular season by hosting by League rivals Cornell. ajl204@columbia.edu

St. Paul’s Music Series 6:30 p.m. – 8:30 p.m. Wood Auditorium, Avery The Columbia Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation presents debate four with Michael Webb and Peter Cook. “What Happened to Drawing?” smm32@columbia.edu

Critical Lectures in American Foreign Policy 1:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. President’s Room, Faculty House The Earth Institute presents “Illegal but Legitimate: A Dubious Doctrine for the Times” by Noam Chomsky, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. www.eai.columbia.edu events/fall2004.html

BCRW Silver Science Lecture 7:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m. Attucks Atrium The Barnard Center for Research on Women presents “Dynamics of the Neural System: It’s got a Beat You Can Think To,” a lecture with Nancy Kopel. bcrw@barnard.edu

Public Forum on Political Theory and Film 7:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m. Lehman Auditorium, 202 Attucks “Realism in Political Theory,” Machiavelli’s Prince,” presented by Dennis Dalton, Department of Political Science, Barnard. dalton@barnard.edu

CSE Lunch Seminar Series 12:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. 420 Hamilton The Center for the Study of Ethnicity and Race presents its Lunch Seminar Series. aja14@columbia.edu 212-854-0507

For more calendar events, please go to Sundial, Columbia’s Web calendar application, at www.calendar. columbia.edu. To add events, Sundial can be accessed with a UNI and password through its Web site, at www.calendar.columbia.edu/sundial. Please contact Lynnette Ritan at lr2157@columbia.edu for training to use this Web-publishing software.